Demonology
In my work as a demonologist, I humble myself to the reality that there are learned
scholars in this field, far better than I, who expertly label and define the peculiar names and
histories of demonic entities. Erudite tomes and conversational treatises pepper the
internet in both video and literary forms. I learn much from these other demonologists, as
we each seem to focus on a favored area of research. My research on spiritual intuition
waterfalls into the ocean of paranormal phenomena and the beings outside of “normal”.
Curiosity requires the temperance of caution, of reverence for the unknown and
recognition where it connects to the reality of what we do know. That starting point is
verifiable and concrete, allowing new intel to connect with the present moment.
My simple contribution arises from personal experiences and actual encounters with
negative forces. Said forces include demons, purgatorial spirits, wraiths, harmful nature
beings on the involutionary arc, and folks with nothing better to do than harm their
fellowman. Anything you can imagine is out there, or in here.
My statement of intent with demonology is to present my personal experience as research
data, although qualitative and verifiable only through myself. My experiences undoubtedly
overlap or replicate those of other demonologists, so perhaps these similarities add to the
collection of data for our field.
Those quantitative parapsychologists who scientifically measure the electromagnetic
signatures of our qualitative experiences are the true heroes of our field. Hats off to these
teams if brave souls! My work pales in the brilliant light of their creativity, yet my detailed
writings may offer tangible suggestions for others to explore.
So, there you have it. As a demonologist, I define myself as an intuitive sensitive who
presents research solely from her own experiences. Perhaps you may be entertained or
amused, or even intrigued as I am with the curious state of paranormal beings as they
interact with our humanity. Again, be careful, be brave, and be.

